
          November 25, 2014 

Lesson 7 
ŋkuŋ grammar 

The Realization of the Morpheme ǀaǀ 
 
Introduction 
 
In this lesson, I shall introduce you to another tool that will help you understand ŋkuŋ 
grammar.  This is one of the most important lessons you must grasp  ery well in order 
to  e a good writer o  our mother tongue    nce again, your understanding o  this 
lesson will depend largely on your understanding o  the structure o  the le ical 
morpheme or smallest unit o  a word in m ŋkuŋ.  If you still haven't understood that a 
word in ŋkuŋ can ha e the root structure CVCV, CVC, CV or V, I would strongly 
suggest that you go back to the drawing board and brush up on this structure; for, I 
shall make repeated references of this structure in this lesson.  Please take note that 
much of this information is culled from Mafo Jacqueline Leroy's Le Mankon.  I have 
provided detailed explanations and analysis where it is appropriate.   
 

1.0 Realization of the morpheme |a| 
 
 The morpheme |a| can be realized:   

(a)   as a functional object 
(b)   as a functional locative 
(c)   as a conjunction 
(d) a as an agreement morpheme with a low or high tone 
(e)   as a pronoun subject 
(f)   as nominal prefix 
(g)   as a derivational prefix (verbal noun) 
(h) a as an enunciative mark 



 
 
 
1.2 The morpheme |a| is realized as [a] 
 
 At the beginning of a statement or after a pause, the morpheme |a| is realized as 
 [a].  For instance: 
 
 |azɔ   bɔŋɨ  a| → [a   b  ŋə]  (Your's is good) 
  
 My comments. 

In the example above the morpheme |a| appears at the beginning or following 
the pause.  Please note that the appropriate transcription is shown in the 
partially enclosed brackets [  ].  In this example, the morpheme ǀ ǀ is a 
functional locative (see item number 1.2 above). 

 
1.3 The morpheme |a| is realized as [ə]. 
 In the following examples I shall show you how the morpheme |a| is realized as 

the vowel ə.   In the transcription to the right, the initial o  the possessi e ǀaǀ is 
suffixed to the noun to the left but realized as [ə].   This vowel is also known as 
shwa. 

  
 1.3.1 |a| is realized as ə after C2 m, ŋ, b, r and ɣ 
  Here are some example: 

(a) |atsum azɔ  a|  → [atsumə  a  ]  Your lake 
(b) |alaŋ azɔ  a|  → [alaŋə    ]  Your lake  
(c) |abɛb azɔ  a|  →  [abɛ  bə    ]  Your goat 
(d) |asyɛ  r azɔ  a|  → [aʃyɛ  rə    ]   Your leaf 
(e) |adzoɣ azɔ  a|  → [adzuɣə    ]   Your intestine 

    
  The statements between the vertical lines represent the phonological  
  sounds and those in the partially enclosed brackets represent the way we  
  would transcribe it in m ŋkuŋ or ŋkuŋ. 



 1.3.2 |a| is realized as ə after C2n if n sounds as ŋ.  It is also realized as ʔ  
 after C2 if the nuclear vowel is closed.  In the transcription to the right, 

the initial of the possessive ǀaǀ is suffixed to the noun to the left but 
realized as [ə].  
(a) |afən azɔ  a|  → [afɯŋə   ] Your lock 
(b) |afon azɔ  a|  → [a uŋə   ]  Your lion 
(c) |adiʔ azɔ  a|  → [adiʔə   ] Your place 
(d) |aɣɯʔ azɔ  a|  → [aɣɯʔə   ] Your cowry 
(e) |abuʔ azɔ  a|  → [abuʔə   ] Your slave 

   
  My comments 
   Note that the closed nuclear vowels are: i, ɯ, u, and that the   
  consonant ? is also known as a glottal stop. 
 

1.3.3 |a| is realized as ə in a CV (i.e. without C2) when the nuclear vowel is 
semi-close (e, ə, o) or with the two closed vowels ɯ and u.   Note that the 
closed vowel i is an exception in this case.  In the transcription to the 
right, the initial o  the possessi e ǀaǀ is suffixed to the noun to the left but 
realized at [ə].  

 
(a) |atɯ  azɔ  a|  → [atɯə    ] Your tree 
(b) |atu azɔ  a|  → [at ə    ] Your head 
(c) |abe azɔ  a|  → [abiə   ] Your profit 

 
1.4 The morpheme |a| in a CV structure fuses with the nuclear vowel [i] or the 
 archiphoneme [i, e] to ɛ.  For instance: 
 
 1.4.1 |aɲia zɔ  a|  → [aɲɛ   ]  Your nail 
 
 
 
 
 



1.5 The morpheme |a| is identical to the nuclear vowel. 
  
 The morpheme |a| is realized same as the nuclear vowel if the nuclear vowel is 

open and if C2 is ʔ (the glottal stop).  In the transcription to the right, the initial 
o  the possessi e ǀaǀ is suffixed to the noun to the left but realized at [ə].  

 
 1.5.1 |al ʔ azɔ  a| → [al ʔa   ]  Your country 
 1.5.2 |atsɛʔ azɔ  a| → [atsɛʔɛ     ]  Your cloth 
 1.5.3 |as ʔ azɔ  a| → [at ʔ    ]  Your spatula 
 
 My comment:   
 The open nuclear vowels are shown in green while the morpheme |a| is shown 
 in red.   
 
1.6 The morpheme |a| is not represented in CV Structure 
 
 The morpheme |a| is not represented if the nuclear vowel of the morpheme has 
 the structure CV and it is open.  For example: 
 
 1.6.1 |atsɛ   azɔ a|  → [ats    ] Your clan 
 1.6.2 |as  a ɔ  a|  → [as    ] Your hoe 
 
1.7 Neither ǀaǀ nor C2n are realized 
 

If the nuclear vowel is open and if C2 is n, the morpheme ǀaǀ and n, are 
manifested in the nasalization of the nuclear vowel.  For instance, the open 
nuclear vowels below are: ɛ, a, and  .  C2n and ǀaǀ are shown in red.  C2n and ǀaǀ 
are thus nasalized by the nuclear vowel and shown to the right as the semi-close 
vowels e, ə, o.  
 
ǀakwɛ  n azɔ  aǀ   → [akw      ] Your bone 
ǀaban azɔ  aǀ   → [abə    ] Your bag 
ǀaf n azɔ  aǀ   → [af     ]  Your farm 



 

2.0 Realization of the morpheme |ɨ| 
 
 The morpheme ǀɨǀ can be realized as follows: 

(a) ɨ  as a nominal prefix 
(b) ɨ as a subject pronoun 
(c) ɨ as a subject index 
(d) ɨ as an agreement morpheme with a high or low tone 
(e) ɨ as locative agreement morpheme 
(f) ɨ as a syllabic nasal allomorph in front of a fricative sound 
(g) ɨ as an inflection vowel of certain forms of verbs 

 
2.1 The morpheme ǀɨǀ is realized as [ɨ] in front of a statement 
  

At the  eginning o  a statement or a ter a pause, the morpheme ǀɨǀ is realized as 
[ɨ]: 
 
ǀɨtsɔ ɨ bɔŋɨ aǀ  →  [ɨts   ɔ ŋə] Yours are good 

 
2.2 The morpheme ǀɨǀ is not present 

2 2 1 The morpheme ǀɨǀ is not represented if it has a CV structure, or 
         C2 is m or ŋ.   For instance: 

 
ǀɨɲi ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨɲi ts ] Your nails 
ǀɨtɯ ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨtɯ  ts ] Your trees 
ǀɨtu ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨt  ts ] Your heads 
ǀɨbe ɨtsɔ  aǀ   →  [ɨ i ts ] Your profits 
ǀɨtsɛ ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨts  ts ] Your clans 
ǀɨsɔ ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨs  ts ] Your hoes 
ǀɨtsum ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨts m ts ] Your lakes 
ǀɨlaŋ ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨl ŋ ts ] Your chairs 

 



2.2.2 C2 is n, and realized as ŋ, and the nuclear vowel is realized semi-closed or 
closed.   

 
 ǀbɨkwen ɨbɔ  aǀ →  [bɨkw ŋ   ] Your drums 
 ǀɨfən ɨtsɔ  aǀ   →  [ɨfɯŋ ts ] Your locks 
 ǀɨfon ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨ o  ts ] Your farms 
 
2.2.3 the morpheme ǀ ɨ ǀ is realized as [ ɨ ] after C2 orals b, r, ɣ and ʔ 
 In the transcription to the right, the initial of the possessive is suffixed to 

the noun.  For instance:  
 ǀ ɨbɛ  b ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨbɛ  bɨ ts ] Your goats 
 ǀ ɨʃyɛr ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨʃyɛrɨ ts ] Your leaves 
 ǀ ɨdzoɣ ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨdzuɣɨ ts ] Your intestines 
 
 If C2 is ʔ, the nuclear vowel must be open; and the morpheme ǀɨǀ is 

realized as [ɨ] and suffixed to the noun. 
  
 ǀɨlaʔ ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨlaʔɨ ts ] Your countries 
 ǀɨtsɛʔ ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨtsɛʔɨ ts ] Your clothes 
 ǀɨs ʔ ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨs ʔɨ ts ] Your spatulas 
 

2.3 When the reali ation o  the morpheme ǀɨǀ and the nuclear vowel 
 
The morpheme |ɨ| which is the initial to the possessive is realized same as the  
nuclear vowel if the nuclear vowel is closed and if C2 is ʔ.   In the transcription 
 to the le t, the initial o  the possessi e ǀɨǀ is realized same as the nuclear vowel 
to the left [i, ɯ, and u] and suffixed to the noun on the right. 
 
 ǀɨdiʔ ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨdiʔi ts ] Your places 
 ǀɨɣɯʔ ɨtsɔ  aǀ  →  [ɨɣɯʔɯ ts ] Your cowries 
 ǀɨbuʔ ɨts  aǀ  →  [ɨbuʔu ts ] Your slaves 
 
 



2.4 Neither ǀɨǀ nor C2n are realized   
If C2 is n and the nuclear vowel is open, n and ǀɨǀ are manifested in the 
nasalization of the nuclear vowel.  We thus have the same realization as was 
shown in the morpheme ǀaǀ above.  For instance: 
 
ǀɨkwɛ  n ɨtsɔ  aǀ   → [ɨkw    ts ] Your bones 
ǀɨban ɨtsɔ  aǀ   → [ɨbə  ts ] Your bags 
ǀɨf n ɨtsɔ  aǀ   → [ɨf   ts ]  Your farms 

 
 My comments 

Note that the nuclear vowels are shown in green.  C2n and ǀɨǀ are thus nasalized 
by the nuclear vowel and shown to the right as the semi-close vowels e, ə, o.  
The table below provides a guide as to the vowels that appear nasalized in C2.  
For instance, if the nuclear vowel in CVn is open, the nasalized vowel is the one 
right above it.  
 
Bottom row (open vowel nasalization) 
ɛ is nasalized as e  
a is nasalized as ə    
   is nasalized as o.  
 
 Second row (Closed Vowel nasalization) 
e is nasalized as i (eg: ǀ enǀ  →  [  ŋ])  sell 
ə is nasalized as ɯ ( eg: ǀkənǀ  →  [kɯ ŋ])  drive away 
o is nasalized as u (eg: ǀ onǀ  →  [  ŋ])  buy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Category Frontal Central Back 

Closed i ɯ u 

Semi-closed e ə o 

Open ɛ a ɔ 


